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Digiscrapping 102-1: Organizing Digital scrapbOOking supplies

IntroductIon
We all do it. We take up digital scrapbooking and it’s so much fun! We download lots of freebies and even 
buy a few kits. We make pages. Then one day, we’re working on a layout and we remember the perfect 
flower. Wait! Where was it? 

It is impossible to organize things well enough just using folders. This tutorial talks about the way I organize 
my supplies and the tool that I use, ACDSee Photo Manager by ACD Systems International, Inc. ACDSee, as I 
will call it here, is a database tool and currently at version 12. I’ve paid for a few upgrades, that’s how impor-
tant it is to me. In addition, it’s one of the most frequently opened tools on my computer. I really use it. 

But I only use one part of it: the database. It has plenty of features that won’t be covered here. 

Finally, I want to stress that this is the way that I organize. Once you understand the features, you might want 
to redo everything and you’ll be able to. Do what works for you; don’t do what doesn’t work. 

organIzIng the physIcal fIles
Before I get into the tool, I want to talk briefly about how I organize my files. I like to keep things tidy and I’ve 
found some things that work for me. So I’m going to show you party of my directory structure and highlight 
the parts that are important to what I will do with the ACDSee database (to be called the database because 
it’s too hard to type ACDSee).

I’m going to show you:

•	 My top-level scrapbooking directory

•	 Where I organize my finished work

•	 My purchased kits directory 

•	 My freebies directory

My top-level scrapbookIng dIrectory

Just for jollies, I looked up how many files I have in my Scrapbooking folder as of today, not including my 
freebies. I have 258Gb worth of files; that’s 140,895 Files organized in 5,147 Folders. To tell you the truth, I 
would have thought it was more. Well, it is more—that doesn’t include my freebies.

When I’m done with a scrapbook page or 
project, I put it in (1) the “my work” folder. 
(2) “My kits and elements” is where I save 
anything I’ve made to put on a page. I have 
made a few kits. They aren’t great but they 
are as good as some that are being sold, 
LOL.

I store all my purchased and ACDSee’d 
supplies in directory (3) “purchases.” When 
I first buy a kit, I unzip it and put it in (4) 
“purchases to ACDSee.” I add the zip file 
to (5) “for archive” and periodically I make 
DVD backups from that folder and then 
delete what I’ve backed up. 

I store my organized freebies in (6) “free-
bies.” When I am downloading freebies, I 
put them in (7) “tmpfreebies” until I can 

http://www.acdsee.com/
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unzip them and figure out where they go. 

Finally, I store things that inspire me in the 
directories marked with the (8). The most 
important one of these directories contains 
my template files which are also in the 
database. 

My Work dIrectory

Just because I thought it might be inter-
esting, I’m sharing where I store my pages 
and what I keep. It’s a brief glimpse in 
which you see that I keep the files I never 
use again, like (1) the source files for all my 
work. (2) and (3) are grouped by type of 
project, because occasionally I say, “What 
word did I use for X that time?” The major-
ity of my pages are saved for my viewing 
pleasure, full resolution, according mostly to who the page is about, folders (4) and (5). And as final evidence 
that I save absolutely everything, even if I know I will never use it again, in (6) I have saved photos I’ve ma-
nipulated and previews I’ve posted. Even though I know I’ll never look there. 

freebIes folder.
I used to use freebies; now I hardly ever do. But I like to look at them and collect them. I file them by site if 
they came from a site, person if I got them from a blog, and if I download any Quick Pages, I put them some-
where else because I don’t purchase those. Oh, I do put free templates in my database and in my “ideas-tem-
plates” directory. I use those a lot. 

I don’t put freebies in my database in general. Sometimes I do with a great one--like all of MissMint’s and 
Shabby Princess’s. 

purchases folder

This is where most of my databased files re-
side. The vast majority of it (1) is organized 
by the designer I bought from. To simplify 
that list, if I’ve only bought one kit from a 
designer it goes with all the other “one kit 
wonders” in (4), while kits made by a large 
group go in (3) the “collabs” folder. If it’s like 
a two-designer collab, I just file it with my 
favorite designer. 

There are several designers from whom I 
don’t buy kits, but I do buy parts. I put these in the folders marked (2). “Bits” is my place for filing like a single 
item I want to keep track of. And finally (5) is for Photoshop brushes and things like that. I also put them in 
my Photoshop folder but I keep thinking I’ll lose track of them if that’s the only place they are.

Okay, enough of this! It’s not nearly as important to my actual scrapbooking as ACDSee is.
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organIzIng In My database
So you see that I keep my files pretty tidy, but it’s just not enough. What if I can’t remember the designer? 
What if I want to look at all the red and black kits for a particular look? Where is that perfect button? 

My answer to all of those is my ACDSee database. I have the categories set up so that I can find things the 
way I think about them. That’s a key thing to understand, there’s no set way that works for everyone. What 
I’m going to do is briefly introduce the tool, then talk about how I use it, and then show my categories in 
which I organize my files. 

acdsee photo Manager

Are there other products out there that can do this? Probably. Some digital scrapbookers use the freeware 
Picasa, but it is much more difficult to use, slower, and in the end less powerful. Here’s what the current ver-
sion of ACDSee looks like when I bring it up: 

1. Menu bar: I probably won’t even men-
tion it in this discussion but I use it for 
backups and stuff. 

2. Navigation buttons: They’re tiny!!

3. Windows folder view: of where I am.

4. Search results: The category or folder 
that is being viewed at this time. Most 
work is done here.

5. Preview pane: Allows you to see a 
slightly larger view of a file which is 
sometimes useful.

6. Image basket: Very useful! Drag im-
ages of things you want to save for a bit 
here. Make your own temporary collec-
tion, it’s one of the best features. 

7. Categories: My own structure for file organization. What I use to locate what I want.

Everything else I don’t use or use so seldom that it’s pretty much irrelevant to this discussion. Two miscel-
laneous tool features that I do use: 1) You can click on a file’s icon and say “go to file” and see all the other 
things in the same kit. 2) With some tools such as Photoshop CS and maybe late versions of Photoshop Ele-
ments, you can drag a file right into your open page or open it. These features work from either the image 
bucket or the Search results.

My WorkfloW

Ugh, what an ugly word! This is really just how and when I use ACDSee when digital scrapbooking. 

When I buy a new kit, I first put just the preview in the database because when I start a new project, I usu-
ally look at kit previews first. As soon as possible afterwards, I will go back and categorize all the papers, 
alphabets (alphas), and elements according to the categories I’ve developed. That is when I can really pull 
together pages that work for me! 

When I start a new project or page, I will pull kit previews and key elements into the Image Basket. I then 
choose my basic kit from among the best choices that I have. Inevitably as I’m assembling the page from my 
chosen kit, I’ll decide I need an overlay or a metallic frame or that missing black paper. That’s when I use my 
more detailed categories. 
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My categorIes

Once again I’m going to stress this is what (mostly) works for me. Because I have a huge number of supplies, 
I’ve as-needed developed new ones to keep the number of things I look at to a reasonable number. Good 
thing I like looking over my supplies! 

To put something in a category (or take it out) you use the little check box next to a category name. Many 
things will go in more than one category—this is one of the strengths of a database. To find what is in a cat-
egory, click on the name (it acts like a link) or click on the tiny pointer at the left of the line.

As I describe each category below, I may or may not go into what is in each one. Some are just a lot more 
interesting and useful to me than others LOL. 

My top level categories are currently the ones following. If I haven’t explained it here, I will explain it when I 
break it down further.

1. _emmabook - This is how I indicate a project in progress. If I’ve gathered a group of kits and things to use 
for a coordinated look. It will go away when I’m done with Emma’s book. Note that categories are kept 
alphabetical by the tool so I used an underscore to keep this project at the top of the list.)

2. categories needed - Previews of kits that haven’t been completely categorized yet.)

3. Colors - Not often used. I read an article once written by a person who works by color and indexes all her 
things by color. I found this to be not useful for me except for the neutral colors black, white, and gray 
which I’m apt to look for to go with anything.)

4. Fonts - I tried using ACDSee as a font management tool. Unfortunately, I failed because I couldn’t figure 
out how to preview a whole font from within it.)

5. Previews 

6. Templates

7. Type

a. Alpha

b. Element

c. Paper

d. X Hybrid - Not currently in use.

“prevIeWs” categorIes

1. Alpha

2. Element Pack

3. Full Kit - Probably my most-used cat-
egory in my database. I make a lot of 
selections right from here.

4. Other - Previews of things like mini-
books, template packs, etc.

5. Paper Pack

6. Sampler or mini-kit - My definition: 5 or 
fewer papers and 10 or fewer elements.

7. Theme - Once in a while I go through and categorize all the Christmas kits and the Valentines kits and the 
girly kits and the music kits and the springy kits, etc. If I did it more often, I’d probably use this a lot. 
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“teMplates” categorIes

I use templates often as a jumping off 
point. I generally consider them like 
sketches although if I want to do some-
thing fast, like a quick calendar, I’ll use a set 
of templates that all match and I’ll stick to 
the templates. 

1. Bragbook - 5 x 7 inch templates, mostly.

2. Calendar

3. Card - Often about the same size as 
bragbook templates, but the designer 
has made them specifically for a card.

4. Commercial use OK - If I ever get into designing for sale, it would be important to use only this category. 

5. Element 

6. Freebie use OK - for a little while this designator was used by designers. Not much now.

7. Layout - Rectangular

8. Layout - Square - A big category, so I break it down into the number of pictures per page. I also indicate if 
2 pages were designed as a page spread.

9. Misc - Mostly hybrid items

10. Paper

“alpha” type categorIes

I absolutely LOVE alphas! And I use these 
categories all the time. I seldom like the 
alpha that comes with a kit.

1. Brush - Photoshop brush file alphas are 
easy to use but get their own category 
because otherwise I forget they exist.

2. CharSets - Uppercase? Lowercase? 
Both? Numbers? Special characters (“&” 
is my favorite)? When it matters, I’m 
ready!

3. Colors Vary  - I save one lowercase “a” as 
the preview of each alpha (when avail-
able). If that isn’t the color of all the letters in the set, I show that.

4. Matching

5. Mismatched - An alpha that has different letterforms for letters goes here. 

6. Motifs vary - If there are little doodads on the alpha and they are of different kinds, I use this category.

7. on shape - If the letters have a background like a stamp or a circle or something, this category is used.

8. Template - I put my few alpha templates under here instead of under templates because here is where I’ll 
use them more.
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“eleMent” type categorIes

“blIng” categorIes

I use the “Bling” category to put a little 
sparkle onto a page. Usually I don’t use too 
many of these on a single page but they 
are often very important to the look. 

1. Beads - Single

2. Beads - Strung

3. Charm - If it has a way to hang it from a 
ribbon or a string, it’s a charm.

4. Epoxies - Sometimes called “flairs,” shiny 
bits that are usually disk shaped. 

5. Flowers - If I had it to do over again, I’d 
put this in my Shapes category.

6. Glitter - I used to really hate digital glitter but there are a few designers who have figured out how to do 
it well and now I do like a splash of sparkle. 

7. Jewels - Are sequins jewels or glitter? Dunno!

8. Metals 

9. Thingies - Some designers are really fond of putting odd things in their kits. This is for everything that 
doesn’t go anywhere else. 

“cluster” category

It became popular for designers to offer pre-assembled parts from lots of the kit elements. Not often used, 
but I know a cluster when I see one!

“fasteners and other hardWare” categorIes

I enjoy making my pages look as if they could be physically created, not just digital. To that end, I use quite 
a few things from this category. Nearly every kit offers something that will fit here and they are often usable 
between kits, especially metallic bits. 

1. Bookplates

2. Brad - Small, usually round, fasteners 
which are not buttons.

3. Buttons

4. Clips

5. Corner

6. Misc - Tape, and weird hinges and stuff. 

7. Photo Turns

8. Pin - Safety

9. Pin - Stick

10. Ring

11. Staples - Do I really need 150 or more different staples. No, but I cannot bear to throw them away! Yet.
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“fraMes” categorIes

1. clusters - Frames made to hold more 
than one picture. I’m especially fond of 
postage stamp frames in this category.

2. drawn or painted - As if the artist as 
drawn or painted around the photo, 
not 3D.

3. embellished - Frames with a small 
amount of doodads.

4. masks - If you don’t know how to use 
masks in your graphics tool, learn! 
Some of my best pages use photo 
masks!

5. simple - Four sides, ho hum. 

6. slide - As if for a slide projector. Once popular. Now I would get rid of them all.

7. vintage - Nice old-fashioned frames for genealogy pages, etc.

“MaterIals” categorIes

Most of these are categories for when I 
want a particular texture. I don’t use them 
often, but I do like being able to find, for 
example, doodles. 

1. brushes

2. Cardboard

3. Doodles

4. Fabric

5. Foil

6. Metal

7. Wood

“rIbbons, etc.” categorIes

I thought about changing this to the “Long, 
Skinny Stuff” Category. I use some of these 
frequently.

1. Borders - All the long, skinny stuff that 
doesn’t fit in other categories. Drawn, 
painted, brushed, made of series of ele-
ments, etc.

2. Bows

3. Buckles and sliders

4. Fibers - String, yarn, raffeta, stuff like 
that.

5. Misc - With “Borders” you’d think I wouldn’t need this, but it’s mostly things that aren’t quite bows. 

6. Ribbon
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7. Ricrac - I have no idea what the right spelling for this is. I see lots of spellings.

8. Strip - Pieces of torn paper and fabric.

9. Wiggly - Hard to imagine now but clear back in the old days when I started this, all the ribbons were 
straight. I made this a category because the “feel” on the page is so different.

“shapes” categorIes

Some of my most-used categories. Sometimes I use it to pick a kit based on, for example, stars. I’m always 
looking for the right arrow or heart or swirl. I notice that these are pretty self-explanatory. 

1. Arrow

2. Brackets

3. Circles

4. Critters

5. Heart

6. Holiday

7. Leaves and Stems

8. Misc

9. Paint Strokes

10. Snowflake

11. Star

12. Swirls

13. Trees

“stItchIng” categorIes 
I think I use stitching on every page.

1. Embroidery - Not enough of this to merit a 
category. :-/

2. Shaped - Like stitched circles. Yeah, I know, 
overlaps with the shape category but if I 
do want a stitched circle, I can select both 
circle (shape) and shaped (stitching) and 
there they all are! 

3. Single or small

4. Straight 

5. Zigzag, etc.

“tags and other paper thIngs” categorIes

Very common for kits to have this kind of 
stuff, particularly if they emulate physical 
scrapping.

1. Envelopes and Folders

2. Journaling Block

3. Office Supplies

4. Paper Scraps - Irregular pieces.
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5. Photo Mats - Like a filled-in frame that you plunk the photo on?

6. Postage Stamps

7. Stickers

8. Tab

9. Tag - Some designers make amazing tags. Difference to me between a journaling block and a tag is usu-
ally whether it has a hole in it (tag).

10. Tag Ties - Bits of string but it’s useful to have them here.

Word art

1. Calendar - Many page designers are 
very careful to date their work, so there 
are a lot of sets of calendar words out 
there. 

2. Expressions - Any word art with more 
than one word.

3. Speech Bubble

4. Titles - Extra fancy expressions that take 
up a lot of the page. They have to be a 
major focal element.

5. Word Blanks - Put your own words on 
these? I don’t use them, but ought to.

6. Words

“paper” type category

1. Overlays - Large, transparent elements 
that can be added to any paper.

2. Paper - Monochromatic Pattern - This 
what I call a paper which has a soft 
pattern but I would use it in the way I 
would a solid paper. Hard to describe, 
but a useful category.

3. Paper - Patterned - I’ve tried breaking 
this category down, too hard to main-
tain. I hardly ever use it. I pick my pat-
terned papers from the kits I choose. 
But I keep it for completeness.

4. Paper - Solid

5. Paper - with Border or Motif - Some of the most challenging and rewarding papers have a large figure or 
wide borders or even a picture on them. 

suMMary
Nobody has to use all of these categories or even any of them! Start with the ones you think you’d use most 
and see what you wind up looking for. I would recommend the previews, templates, the major element divi-
sions, and break down only shapes and any other category that you think you will use a lot. Solid papers for 
the win!


